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All Saints Benhilton’s Vision statement: with knowledge we can know, with faith we can act,

with knowledge, faith and love we can change the world,  drives all we do in school. It is

therefore important for our children to know how they can best improve their learning, and act

upon this, thereby moving their learning forward, enabling them to grow as reflective and

responsive individuals who will influence and change the world.

‘ Go and do likewise.’ Luke 10:37

Intent

As a school we use marking and feedback that is purposeful. If it has no purpose, there is no

point. We aim to maximise the effectiveness of feedback in our practice to create a feedback

rich environment. Feedback must empower a child to take responsibility for improving their

own work while also expecting adults to use their knowledge to facilitate children's progress

(e.g. making corrections to spellings, punctuation or elements of grammar).

Evidence based research from the Education Endowment Foundation has supported us to

evaluate the principles of good feedback and apply them in our vision as a Christian school . We1

value how purposeful feedback supports pupil progress, building learning, addressing

misunderstandings, and closing the gap between where a pupil is and where the teacher wants

them to be. This means that for each subject there are different expectations of when different

types of feedback and/or marking will take place; focusing on moving learning forward and

targeting the specific learning gaps that pupils exhibit.

Ultimately, marking and feedback is intended to:

Develop our head and body: Through knowledge

Develop our heart and character: Through faith

Develop our actions and attitudes: Through knowledge and faith

Develop our moral compass: Through knowledge, faith and love.

“Your word is a lamp to guide my feet and a light for my path.” Psalm 119:105

1 https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/feedback
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Implementation

The aims and purpose of feedback is consistent across the school in order to be meaningful,

manageable and motivating . However, there are adaptations in the types and content of2

feedback which differ depending on Key Stage, subject and individual pupil need (see tables

below).

RAG rating

At All Saints Benhilton, our vision is that teachers and pupils use lessons' learning objectives to

evaluate understanding and knowledge. This is done using RAG ratings. Pupils RAG reflect at the

end of a lesson: R for Red; they have not met the learning objective or struggled to meet it

independently, A for Amber; they have worked toward the learning objective independently but

do not feel confident or the teacher may feel there is not enough evidence of independent

learning, G for Green; the learning objective is fully met (teachers may on occasion use G+ to

indicate exceptional work). Teachers must review the pupils’ RAG ratings after each lesson to

agree/amend as appropriate and use this to inform future planning so that subsequent lessons

address common misconceptions, gaps and move learning forward. This may necessitate

intervention and/or 1:1 provision.

Type What it looks like Evidence

Immediate ● Takes place during a lesson with individuals, groups or
the whole class.

● Includes formative assessment from the teacher
and/or teaching assistant e.g., whiteboard / book
work, verbal answers.

● Often given verbally to pupils for immediate actions,
and may re-direct the focus of teaching or the task.

● Praises effort and contributions.
● Peer feedback (child to child)

Lesson observations;
learning walks.

2https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/51125
6/Eliminating-unnecessary-workload-around-marking.pdf
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Responsive
(catch-up)

● Takes place after the lesson or activity with
individuals or groups.

● Addresses knowledge from the lesson or activity or
missing prior knowledge.

● Often given verbally with time to rehearse knowledge
immediately.

● Focus groups may be delivered by a teaching assistant
based on guidance from the teacher.

● A child's responses (where required) are recorded in
their books to show progress over time.

Learning walks;
catch-up
observations;
feedback grids; book
looks.

Summary
(feed-forward)

● Involves reading/looking at the work of all pupils at
the end of a lesson or unit.

● Identifies key strengths and misconceptions for the
class or sub-groups.

● Takes place during the following lesson.
● Addresses overarching strengths and misconceptions

as well as specific misconceptions for the sub-groups.
● Allocates time for editing based on feedback given or

rehearsal of knowledge.
● May involve some peer support or support from a

teaching assistant.
● May be delivered by the teacher or a teaching

assistant.

Planning looks; lesson
observations;
learning walks; book
looks.

Table adapted from DFE reducing teacher workload toolkit .3

The content of effective feedback targets task, subject, and self-regulation strategies:

Task:
Feedback focused on
improving a specific piece
of work or specific type of
task. It can comment
on whether an answer is
correct or incorrect,
can give a grade or RAG
rating, and will offer specific
advice on how to improve
learning.

Subject:
Feedback targets the
underlying processes in
a task, which are used across
a subject. The
feedback can, therefore, be
applied in other
subject tasks.

Self-regulation:
Feedback is focused on the
learner’s own
self-regulation. It is usually
provided as prompts
and cues—and aims to
improve the learner’s
own ability to plan, monitor,
and evaluate
their learning.

3 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/school-workload-reduction-toolkit#feedback-and-marking
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Example in Maths:

Children self assess with RAG

ratings to indicate how they

felt they attained in relation

to their own effort and

confidence. Teachers review

to ascertain those who have

attained but do not feel

confident, those who have

not attained but feel

confident and those who

have not attained and do not

feel confident. This then

informs planning for the next

lesson and may involve

interventions and/or written

challenge.

Example in English:

A pupil is struggling with
letter formation. The teacher
discusses this with them:
‘Let’s just look at how you are
writing your ds.’
Can you see you have started
at the top and
gone down and done a loop?
Remember we
start writing a ‘d’ by doing a
letter ‘c’ shape. Let’s
try that again.’

Example in Computing:

Pupils are coding space
buggies and the teacher is
supporting the children to
write unambiguous
algorithms. She has
demonstrated the process,
leaves her algorithm visible
and distributes prompt
sheets. One child does not
know where to start so the
teacher prompts them to
review and plan: ‘Look at my
algorithm. Where do you
think I started? Can you find
the first step on your prompt
sheet?’

Example in English writing:

Writing has fixed points of
feedback due to the learning
journey each year group
follows using Talk for Writing.
The points chosen reflect
where progress can be made
most effectively. Written or
verbal feedback is given for
each section of draft writing.

Immediate for those as part
of an adult-led group.

Responsive for those working
independently and upon
review of their writing after
the lesson.

Example in History:

In History, pupils are
preparing to write about the
importance of monasteries in
Anglo-Saxon England. The
teacher realises that the
children do not fully
understand where the
Anglo-Saxons came from and
their beliefs. The teacher
recaps this knowledge and
explains to the pupils that
their writing must include a
reference to the origins of
Anglo-Saxons, their beliefs
and conversion to
Christianity.

Example in P.E.:

Pupils in PE are trying a
forward roll. One starts
correctly but rolls to the side.
The teacher asks
her: ‘Why do you think that
attempt wasn’t
successful? What should you
do differently next
time?’ The pupil identifies
that she was not tucking her
chin to her chest. She is
asked to try again and
monitor the difference.

Recent studies suggest that careless mistakes should be marked differently to errors

resulting from misunderstanding. The latter may be best addressed by providing hints or

questions which lead students to underlying principles; the former by simply marking the
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mistake as incorrect, without giving the right answer , for this we use a marking code (see4

Appendix A).

Feedback across the curriculum

EYFS use immediate verbal feedback to great effect, and use this to form responsive adult led

groups.

Maths

Across KS1 and 2 children use immediate feedback; they are expected to mark their work

according to a ‘mark scheme’ for each lesson (this may be an answer sheet or shared answers

from the board). The children use purple pens/pencils for this. In some lessons, peer feedback

may be given if the answers are open-ended (for example in reasoning answers where the

wording can be varied).  Pupils RAG reflect at the end of a lesson, teachers review the RAG and

plan as appropriate (see above). If a child is selected for a pop up/ same day intervention it is

indicated by IV.

English - Writing

Writing has varied points of feedback due to the learning journey each year group follows using

Talk for Writing. The points chosen reflect where progress can be made most effectively.

Triangulation showed that spellings must be indicated at the planning stage and written or

verbal ‘targets’ given for each section of draft writing (this will depend on when the children are

part of an adult led group). Adult-led groups during the drafting stage should be run partially as

conferences where pupils lead the adults through their work and explain their writing choices

and intentions. Independent groups should have their work marked after the lesson and

responsive feedback given where applicable.

Any responsive marking completed after the lesson should follow the marking codes see

Appendix A. This also includes a progressive sliding scale of indicators to support children at

their individual stage of learning. For example a dot may be placed in the margin to indicate a

spelling error for one child, whereas ‘sp’ may be placed in the margin for another. Another child

may need the word underlined with ‘sp’ near it.

Time is given at the start of each drafting session to edit and improve work; this may be based

on summary feedback or individual feedback (verbal or written). Summary feedback is indicated

on a teaching slide (see examples in Appendix B) and embedded during the modelled writing of

4https://d2tic4wvo1iusb.cloudfront.net/eef-guidance-reports/feedback/Teacher_Feedback_to_Improve_Pu
pil_Learning.pdf
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that lesson.

The evaluation of cold writes informs the teachers' planning and targets. The marking of hot

writes informs the teachers assessments of that child as a moment in time using a year group

writing checklist. It should also be used to assess targets planned from the cold write, and

develop learning over time.

Other lessons may be RAG rated as appropriate to the learning journey.

English - Reading

Guided reading books are RAG reflected against the Learning Objective by the children. This is

the only book where teachers do not ratify the RAG but instead mark the work to keep

expectations of grammar and purpose in line with writing marking codes, e.g. caplialtistion of

characters names etc.

In Upper KS2, children may use a SATs style mark scheme to peer mark, self mark or whole class

mark in preparation for the types of questions they will encounter.

RE

RE feedback is distinctive in the school as it uses an approach that has worked well over time. A

marking key is used to indicate how securely a child has met the learning objective in a similar

way to RAG rating (see below).

Each RE topic has an assessment sheet that is highlighted after each lesson to reflect attainment

against the Learning Objective. To reflect the dichotomous nature of the subject, assessment

and feedback is provided against both Attainment Target 1 (AT1) and Attainment Target 2 (AT2).

Attainment Target 1 - Learning about Religion This attainment target refers to how pupils
develop their knowledge, skills and
understanding with reference to:

● Beliefs, teachings and sources
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● Practices and ways of life
● Forms of expression

Attainment Target 2 - Learning from Religion This attainment target refers to how pupils, in
the light of their learning about religion,
express their responses and insights with
regard to questions and issues about:

● Identity and belonging
● Meaning, purpose and truth
● Values and commitments

Due to the nature of our creative and innovative RE lessons, most task and subject feedback is

verbal. Self-regulation feedback focused on spellings is given as a mix of verbal and written.

There is particular emphasis on the identification or correction of key vocabulary, as per the

English writing key, but specifically for religious vocabulary (such as god/God, preist/priest etc).

Foundation Subjects (and Science)

Marking and Feedback in these subjects is mostly immediate or summative, with a focus on

subject specific vocabulary (see below). The form of marking will depend on the nature of the

task and the anticipated outcome. These subjects have the greatest range of feedback as our

curriculum is rich and varied. Teachers are acutely aware that different subjects may necessitate

different forms of marking and assessment, and make best use of these for pupil progress, for

example the use of exit tickets.

Science lessons are RAG rated by children and the teacher reviews this alongside checking

conclusion statements and subject specific spellings (see below). Immediate response feedback

is used primarily, alongside summary feedback where appropriate for the whole class.

Subject specific vocabulary

When marking work in a subject such as science teachers may concentrate on correction of

scientific vocabulary specifically, instead of correcting more general spelling errors. Where

children attempt to use new terminology this should be noted and applauded. We seek to

introduce technical and complex language from an early age to support the development of a

language for learning.

The EEF feedback summary of recommendations diagram (see Appendix C) and strategies best5

match the schools approach to feedback; from planning stage to evaluation stage. However, our

5https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/news/eef-publishes-new-guidance-report-teacher-fe
edback-to-improve-pupil-learning
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model is more cyclical as we will continue to evaluate the approaches outlined in the policy for

effectiveness on pupil progress. Our cycle enables teachers to gather assessments that enable

them to adjust their teaching both within and across a sequence of lessons.

At All Saints Benhilton, to support our vision, children will be forward thinking, respectful and

innovative thinkers. Using this sequence teachers can best plan when to implement a specific

type of feedback, an example of this type of planning for feedback can be seen in Appendix D.

Senior Leaders  will support staff to ensure our feedback reflects our Vision and, if there are

queries, will hold professional dialogues to understand why certain choices have been made

and to offer further support and guidance where it might be required. Whilst this level of

professional decision making is our ultimate goal, we understand that these judgments are

difficult and, often, it can take time to develop a real understanding of when to use most

effectively a particular type of feedback. We would ask that if staff are ever unsure, to speak to

another member of staff, Phase Leader or member of the Senior Leadership Team, any of whom

will be more than happy to offer advice and support.

"Don't withhold good from someone who deserves it, when it is in your power to do so."

PROVERBS 3:27

Impact

Our vision is for children to feel responsible for, and take ownership of, their learning and

progress. They will understand that mistakes are part of life and learning, and help them grow.

Children who leave All Saints Benhilton are ready for high school expectations and have the

skills and mindset needed to continue developing their learning at all stages.

Children value the time spent working with adults in school and expect that these conversations

will drive their learning forward. They use these experiences to be able to be critical friends to

others.

Our marking policy enables teachers to have a balance of feedback and marking styles freeing

up time to adapt and improve planning for the betterment of all children.

"Generous persons will prosper; those who refresh others will themselves be refreshed."

PROVERBS 11:25
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Appendix A - Marking Codes

Feedback EYFS KS1 KS2 Higher Level KS2

Capital Letters Write without
interruption where
possible.
VF using prompts if
applicable.

Incorrect letter
underlined
yesterday

Incorrect letter
underlined
yesterday

CL written in margin

Finger Spaces Write without
interruption where
possible.
VF using prompts if
applicable.

FGS written as close to
needed gap as possible,
or in margin, or stamp.

FGS written in margin FGS written in margin

Spelling Write without
interruption where
possible.
VF using prompts if
applicable.

Whole word underlined
arfter
Correct spelling written
below.

Whole word underlined
arfter

Sp in margin

Letter Formation Write without
interruption where
possible.
VF using prompts if
applicable.

Correct formation of
letter written
underneath child’s work
with 3 lines for child to
practise

Full Stops FS written nearby with a
circle to indicate.

FS written in margin
with a circle to indicate.

FS written in margin N/A - See punctuation
below

Punctuation Write without
interruption where
possible.

Circle where missing

punctuation is.

Circle where missing

punctuation is.
Circle in margin.
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VF using prompts if
applicable.

Missing Words Write without
interruption where
possible.
VF using prompts if
applicable.

^
where word is missing.

^
where word is missing.

^
in margin.

New Paragraph N/A //
where a new paragraph
should start.

//
where a new paragraph
should start.

//
in the margin where the
new paragraph should
start.

New Sentence N/A /
where a new sentence
should start.

/
where a new sentence
should start.

/
in the margin where the
new sentence should
start.

Grammar rule (e.g. mixed
homophone use etc)

N/A ~~~~
Wiggly line and hint to

correction

~~~~
Wiggly line and hint to

correction

~~~~
Wiggly line

Intervention

IV
next to LO where a pop-up intervention has taken place.

For children working above age related expectations a dot may be used in the margin to indicate an error within that line,

unspecified for them to find and fix. This is used at the teachers discretion, but within an adult led group.
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Appendix B - teaching slides

Example 1:

Example 2:
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Appendix C
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/news/eef-publishes-new-guidance-report-teacher-feedback-to-improve-pupil-learning
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Appendix D
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